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Figure 1. Given audio travel podcasts and transcripts (e.g. travel to Tokyo and Sydney), Crosscast automatically selects the most relevant locations and visual entities at any moment of a podcast, and queries and displays images to accompany the audio, enabling audio-visual travel storytelling experience.

ABSTRACT
Audio travel podcasts are a valuable source of information for travelers. Yet, travel is, in many ways, a visual experience and the lack of visuals in travel podcasts can make it difficult for listeners to fully understand the places being discussed. We present Crosscast: a system for automatically adding visuals to audio travel podcasts. Given an audio travel podcast as input, Crosscast uses natural language processing and text mining to identify geographic locations and descriptive keywords within the podcast transcript. Crosscast then uses these locations and keywords to automatically select relevant photos from online repositories and synchronizes their display to align with the audio narration. In a user evaluation, we find that 85.7% of the participants preferred Crosscast generated audio-visual travel podcasts compared to audio-only travel podcasts.

INTRODUCTION
Today, more than 20 million people listen to travel podcasts in the United States [30]. Such podcasts are a prominent source of information for listeners to discover new locations, hear about travel adventures, and gain inspiration for future trips. Travel podcasts describe personal travel stories, contain interviews with locals or travel experts, highlight notable landmarks, and provide general guidance on planning a route through a given region.

Despite the benefits of travel podcasts, for many people, the primary appeal of travel is rooted in the visual experience of new places. Travelers place high value on understanding where a particular location is in relation to places they already know as well as seeing notable or beautiful landmarks, objects, and scenery while on vacation [43], and most tourists travel with a camera or return home with visual documentation of their trip [6]. Because the visual experience is so important while engaged in travel, the ability to view maps, pictures, and videos of travel destinations plays a central role when people are researching and planning future travel [11].

While travel podcasts offer a wealth of verbal information, unlike many other forms of travel media (e.g. guidebooks, travel documentaries, travel v-logs), they lack visuals, including maps, images, and videos. The visual nature of travel suggests there are significant benefits to enhancing audio travel podcasts with relevant, high-quality visual content.

Adding visuals to travel podcasts aligns with existing forms of podcast consumption and efforts by podcast creators to expand the format. Podcasts are sometimes thought of as a format that people listen to while doing other things, but a recent survey showed that the majority of audio podcast listeners (70%) engage in focused consumption and solely listen to podcasts without performing other activities [30]. For such listeners, visuals could provide another channel for engagement.
Furthermore, adding visuals to a podcast does not enforce a change in experience. Listeners can choose to engage with the visuals, or listen to the podcast in the standard audio format.

Podcast creators in other domains such as investigative journalism [5] and lifestyle stories [12, 35] have started to explore adding visuals to podcasts to increase engagement and facilitate content comprehension. Our work aligns with these efforts to visually augment podcasts; however, we focus on the unique opportunity of visually enhancing travel podcasts with relevant images of the locations discussed in the audio.

Travel podcasts are often structured around descriptions of specific locations including geography, regions, landmarks, artifacts, and local establishments (restaurants, bars, and hotels). Manually adding images and maps that depict the corresponding locations poses many challenges. Podcast creators must (1) select specific locations and details they want to visualize at every moment of the audio, (2) curate appropriate images and maps of these locations and details, and (3) align the selected images and maps with the narration. Optionally, they may want to (4) add text labels that identify the content of each image and map. Each of these steps is time-consuming. In our research, it took an author with professional training in video editing 8 hours to produce one complete sequence for a 30-minute travel podcast. On average, audio travel podcasts range from 30 to 60 minutes. Manually adding visuals to most audio travel podcasts, while valuable, requires significant effort.

We present Crosscast, an automated tool for adding visuals to travel podcasts. To develop Crosscast, we surveyed over 300 travel podcast episodes, as well as travel documentaries and TV shows, to determine a structure for identifying and synchronizing relevant travel visuals to audio narration. We instantiated this structure as a set of computational methods to automatically (1) identify the most relevant locations and visually important entities in travel podcast transcripts, using natural language processing (NLP) and text mining techniques, (2) query and select appropriate images to visualize the content, and (3) synchronize the timing of visuals with the speech.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of Crosscast by adding visuals to a variety of travel podcasts that cover different regions of the world (e.g., Japan, Australia) and use different podcasting styles (e.g., conversational, pre-scripted). Figure 1 shows 2 automatically generated results. We also conducted a user evaluation to evaluate the audio-visual qualities of Crosscast-generated podcasts in comparison to audio-only travel podcasts, and audio-visual podcasts created manually by a professional video editor. We found that participants ranked Crosscast-generated podcasts higher than audio-only podcasts 85.7% of the time and in 32.1% of cases, Crosscast-generated podcasts were rated higher than both audio-only and manually generated audio-visual podcasts.

This paper contributes the identification of travel podcast structure and the design of algorithmic methods that automatically add visuals to travel podcasts based on their structural properties. Crosscast benefits podcast consumers by providing additional visual experience, and podcast creators as the automated results can serve as rough drafts for their video production.

RELATED WORK
Our research draws on prior work in transcript-based audio and video editing systems as well as automatic generation of visual travel resources and other visual content.

Transcript-based Audio and Video Editing
Much research in media production support tools seeks to reduce the difficulty of producing audio or video stories through transcript analysis and editing. Prior transcript-based audio editing tools use time-aligned text transcripts of spoken audio to automatically group similar sentences, highlight repeated words, and maintain synchronization between multiple speakers [33], support automatic alignment of music with spoken audio [32, 31], or enable linked editing between script writing and audio recording and editing [36]. Transcript-based video production systems analyze time-aligned video transcripts to identify points for inserting [14] or removing footage [1], allow for vocally-annotating raw footage [27, 41], or enable the synthesis of short segments of talking-head video of puppets [3] and people [4]. Other systems use script transcript analysis to select relevant video clips [18], or leverage linguistic structures to create corresponding graphical structures [45]. We too seek to reduce difficulties in creating audio-visual stories through automated analysis of spoken audio and therefore also rely on time-aligned transcripts. However unlike prior transcript-based video generation systems, we aim to support the creation of travel-specific visual narratives through a fully automated process and thus rely on text analysis methods which identify relevant geographic locations without any human labeling.

Automatic Generation of Visual Travel Resources
In the area of computational tourism support, several systems generate visual content to aid travelers. Grabler et al. [9] explored the automatic generation of tourist maps which highlights landmarks and other visually distinctive building. Prior works analyze image metadata from internet photo sharing sites, and user-generated travelogues to create visual summaries of specific geographic areas [34] and tourist destinations [26], or generate sparse 3D models of highly-photographed landmarks [37]. Crosscast also queries images from online repositories, however unlike prior work, we generate a temporal visual output with audio narration. We substantially expand on prior work on travel podcast visualization [20] with a system that generalizes to different travel podcasts by different creators. We also evaluate our location and keyword selection via a comparison to gold-standard labeled podcasts, and evaluate the quality of our results through a user study.

Automatic Generation of Visual Content From Text
Significant work has explored the automatic generation of visual content from text. Prior work has explored supplementing relevant visual content to text stories based on the similarity of the story text to the annotation of images or video clips [16, 17, 44]. Similarly, built on large training datasets of visual content with text annotations, research has explored the generation of images [13], 3D scenes [2], and video sequence [22] from text with neural nets. Leake et al. explored leveraging word concreteness, which measures how closely a word is related some perceptible concepts, to automatically create slideshows from
text input, by composing images of the most concrete words [19]. Our work is different because we focus on the design of algorithms that can compute the relevance of locations and location features in real-time with the input text.

**TRAVEL PODCAST STRUCTURE**
Effective visual communication requires that the content and format of the graphics of any visual media should correspond to the content and format of the content to be conveyed [42]. Visual travel media, including travel shows, documentaries, and travel blogs, conform to this core principle with video footage or photographs corresponding with the adjacent audio narration or textual description respectively. With visual correspondence as our primary guideline, developing a system for audio/visual travel stories required identifying a structure within travel podcasts that determines both topical relevance and visual synchronization.

We surveyed more than 300 episodes of travel podcasts as well as popular travel TV shows and documentaries, and noted common patterns hosts used when describing relevant entities with concrete visual qualities. Our analysis highlighted two categories: *locations*, and *visually significant entities (VSEs)*. Locations are geographical areas that contains one or more entities of interests to travelers. VSEs are entities whose visual appearance has been discussed in detail, including landmarks, historical artifacts, and food. We noted that hosts discussed multiple VSEs and locations simultaneously, alternated between mentioning different locations and VSEs, and sometimes referred to VSEs and locations that were not relevant to the central narrative or dialog. We therefore identified the following structural properties that could be used to determine the relevant image to display at any point in a travel podcast:

- **Freshness**: More recently mentioned locations or VSEs are more relevant than those that have already been mentioned earlier in the podcast.
- **Geographic specificity**: Geographically specific locations are more relevant (e.g., Tokyo is more relevant than Japan).
- **Subject relevance**: Explicit mentions of a location or VSE as the subject of a sentence indicate higher relevance and should be prioritized over others in the same sentence. In this example, "Koenji is the birthplace of Tokyo punk music", Koenji is more relevant as it is the subject of the sentence, whereas Tokyo is a modifier of punk music.
- **Detail relevance**: Locations and VSEs described in notable detail are more relevant.
- **Distractions**: Locations or VSEs outside the geographical region of the podcast should be disregarded as these are often used for quick comparison, but are less relevant to the primary geographic location being discussed in the podcast.

In our survey of travel videos, documentaries, and TV shows, we also identified a few common lower-level strategies for synchronizing visuals of locations and VSEs with the narration.

- Images of a location or VSE should appear when that location or VSE is explicitly discussed in the podcast and should be identified onscreen with a text label.
- Maps should appear when a location is mentioned for the first time and when several locations are mentioned in a sequence for geographical description. The locations should be marked on the map within broader regions to indicate their relative geographic relationship.
- Transitions should match the topic changes in the audio content and occur at a rate that gives the viewer sufficient time to absorb the details of an image and read the label, but short enough to avoid monotony. In practice we found an interval between 3.5s and 7.5s achieves these criteria.
- In cases where one location is talked about for longer than the maximum transition interval, additional images of the location and VSE should be displayed.
- In cases where locations and VSEs are only briefly discussed in the podcast (i.e. for less than 3.5s), they should be ignored to avoid jarring visual transitions.

**ALGORITHMIC METHODS**
Given an input audio travel podcast, our goal is to automatically add maps and photographs to it that depict the specific locations and visually significant entities (VSEs) (e.g. landmarks, historical artifacts, food, etc.) being discussed. Our approach involves 6 steps: (1) We acquire a text transcript for the podcast and time-align it to the audio. (2) We label all locations and VSEs in the transcript using NLP and geographic information lookup techniques. (3) We construct the geographical hierarchy among the locations, and identify the primary region of the podcast. (4) We select the most relevant location and VSE for each word in the transcript using scoring functions that account for the structural properties presented in the Travel Podcast Structure section. (5) We compose the names of the top scoring location and VSE into a search query to acquire relevant visual imagery from an image search engine. (6) Finally, for each word in the transcript we select the map if the location is mentioned for the first time, or an image from the set of relevant candidates while ensuring that the map or image is on-screen long enough for viewers to absorb details, but short enough to avoid monotony. Text labels were also added when locations and VSEs are mentioned for the first time to facilitate comprehension.

In the remainder of this section, we describe each of these steps in detail using the running example of a Condé Nast Traveler podcast about Tokyo [40], final result shown in Figure 1.

**Step 1: Acquire Time-Aligned Transcript**
To obtain high-quality transcripts of input travel podcasts, we use a crowd-sourcing transcription service rev.com. We could alternatively use an automatic speech recognition tool [15] for transcription; but, we have found in practice that automatic tools produce many errors when applied to conversational speech, which can be mitigated in the future with the increasing performance of speech recognition. After obtaining transcripts, we use the forced alignment approach of Rubin et al. [33] to time-align the transcripts to the raw audio.

**Step 2: Label All Locations and VSEs**
We next identify all the locations (i.e. countries, states, cities, sub-districts and neighborhoods that cover one contiguous
area) and VSEs (i.e., generic nouns such as, shopping, lake, fashion, pizza, people as well as specific point locations, such as Eiffel Tower, Tsujiki Fish Market, Guggenheim Museum).

We start by processing the transcript using the Google NLP toolkit[7] which labels each noun with one of eight category labels; location, organization, event, person, work of art, consumer good, other and unknown. We treat all nouns, except those labeled location, as VSEs. We have found that the Google NLP Toolkit labels some generic geographic nouns (such as lake, road, restaurant) as well as landmarks (such as Eiffel Tower) as locations, whereas in our work the location category must only include geographic regions. Thus, we further process each word labeled as locations by the Google NLP Toolkit, using the Google Places API[8].

We treat the location word as a query and the Places API returns a list of real-world places that best match the query. It also reports whether the resulting places are geographic regions or a point locations. When the query term is a geographic geographic noun (e.g., lake), the Places API cannot identify a single real-world place with a name that exactly matches the query word and instead returns specific places (e.g. Lake Ontario, Green Lake) which fail to exactly match the query term. In such cases we label the query term a VSE. In contrast when the query word refers to a real-world place (e.g., Paris, Eiffel Tower), the Places API returns an exact match. In such cases we further check if the query word is a geographic region and if so we label it as a location. Otherwise if it is a point location we label it as a VSE.

The following excerpts from the Tokyo podcast show the final labeling. Locations are in green and VSEs are in blue.

\[
\text{struck me as a } \boxed{\text{that is very much defined by}} \quad \boxed{\text{when you go into}} \quad \boxed{\text{the}} \quad \boxed{\text{of}} \quad \boxed{\text{... this neighborhood of}} \quad \boxed{\text{it's all low}} \quad \boxed{\text{it's like hanging}} \quad \boxed{\text{over the}} \quad \boxed{\text{But it has this really tight knit artistic}} \quad \boxed{\text{has kept it that}}
\]

**Step 3: Build Geographic Structure**

Geographic regions are hierarchical in the sense that neighborhoods are contained within cities which are contained within states and so on. As we proceed up the hierarchy, each location, or administrative level, covers a larger area and is less specific. We use this hierarchy as part of our relevance computation in Step 4 and therefore as we extract each location we lookup its hierarchy using the Google Places API. For example, the location Koenji returns the following hierarchy (country: Japan, 1st administrative level: Tokyo, locality: Suginami, sublocality: Koenji). After acquiring the geographical hierarchies for all locations in a podcast, we aggregate them into a geographical tree in which locations near the root are more general and those at the leaves are most specific (Figure 3). Note that looking up some VSEs such as point locations (e.g., Eiffel Tower) in the Places API also returns a geographic hierarchy. For each such VSEs we add its immediate parent region to the set of location words in the transcript and we include its hierarchy in the aggregated geographical tree.

Travel podcasts usually focus on presenting a region at one primary administrative level, and while they frequently present multiple locations at lower administrative levels within the same subtree, they rarely present locations in other subtrees. For example, while a podcast about Tokyo may mention multiple neighborhoods within Tokyo, it will only occasionally mention the country of Japan or other countries, cities and neighborhoods outside of Tokyo (e.g. New York, Kyoto). We identify the primary administrative level using a voting scheme as follows. Each time a location is mentioned in the transcript, we add one vote to each of its parent administrative levels in the tree. We then treat the most specific level receiving the most votes as the primary administrative level. It is the most specific administrative level that contains the majority of locations mentioned in the entire podcast.

**Step 4: Select Most Relevant Locations and VSEs**

Our goal in step 4 is to identify the most relevant location and VSE for each word in the transcript. More specifically, we consider each transcript word along with a local context.
Figure 4. Local context window of a transcript word. We have found that setting an appropriate size \( n \) for the sliding local context window is essential in this relevance computation. We empirically tested a variety of different sizes and found that a small window (\( \leq 50 \) words) usually did not contain enough information to produce good results, whereas a large number of words (\( \geq 200 \)) often introduced noise from earlier parts of the transcript. We found that a window of 100 words gave the best results for the podcasts we tested.

Window Size = 100

... there are people making curry ramen ... proud to be from Koenji ... I'm fascinated by Akibahara... gaming neighborhood... which is sort of only in Tokyo, All those

and the standard deviation parameter \( \sigma \) controls the width of the Gaussian. We empirically set \( \sigma \) to \( \frac{1}{2} \) the size of the local context window.

**Geographic Specificity Score** \( S_{geo}(l) \)

When multiple locations appear in the same local context window but are at different administrative levels in the geographic hierarchy, the more specific location (lower in the hierarchy) is usually more relevant. Consider the following context window which include multiple locations (highlighted in green):

...just for the sheer size of ... I was expecting, what I saw in ... and even even, but this neighborhood of even though it's so close to the center of the city ...

In this case Tokyo is a less specific location and therefore less relevant than sub-districts Shibuya, Shinjuku and Harajuku which in turn are less specific than the neighborhood Koenji. Our geographic specificity score is therefore based on the depth of the location \( l \) in the geographic tree we compute in Step 3 of the algorithm.

Sometimes podcasts mention locations outside the primary administrative level for comparison. In this context window from our example podcast, the host compares neighborhoods in Tokyo to those in New York

You also have these companies in ... It's a shopping neighborhood ... Very upscale. It's like our or whereas ... you also find very different but equally intense architectures ...

In a podcast about Tokyo, images of New York can be confusing. To avoid distracting viewers with locations that are not relevant to the podcast, our geographic specificity score penalizes locations that fall outside the geographic subtree rooted at the primary administrative level \( p \) (as we computed in Step 3).

We define the geographic specificity score for a location \( l \) as

\[
S_{geo}(l) = \frac{d_{geo}(l, p)}{h_p}
\]

where \( d_{geo}(p, l) \) is a sign function indicates whether \( l \) belongs to the subtree of primary administrative level \( p \), \( d_{geo}(l, p) \) is the number of edges in the geographic tree between \( l \) and \( p \), and \( h_p \) is the height of the subtree rooted at \( p \).

**Subject Relevance Score** \( S_{subj}(l) \)

When a location is presented as the subject of a sentence, it is
Session 10A: Bridging Visual and Audio Content

Speaker 1 - There’s this neighborhood called Koenji, which is not far from what we are talking about - Shinjuku and all of that. I should have assumed this too, just for... (Tokyo) and you could say the same thing about New York. I was expecting what I saw in Shinjsuku and Shinjuku - but. Koenji... it’s like hanging telephone wires over the roads; it rose... as the birthplace of Tokyo punk music; there are people making curry ramen... everyone was... proud to be from Koenji and that Koenji stays this cool...

Speaker 2 - I’m fascinated by Akihabara. The gaming neighborhood. People on the streets are dressed as characters... which is sort of only in Tokyo. No where else in the world.

Speaker 3 - Only in Tokyo.

Speaker 4 - Only in Tokyo. All those themed cafes. They get neighboring cafes, the maid cafes. They start the maid cafes...

Figure 5. left: transcript of a clip of Tokyo podcast; right: syntactic tree of the first sentence of speaker 1.

usually more relevant than a location presented as an object. Consider the following context window

...there is one neighborhood I have to plug, because I wrote a piece about it. There is this neighborhood called [Koenji] which is not far from what we are talking about - and all of that. It’s like two stops on the train west.

Two locations are mentioned explicitly, with Koenji serving as the subject, and Shinjuku serving as an object for comparison. In this case Koenji is the more relevant location.

To compute the subject relevance score, we first identify the longest complete sentence containing a location within the local context window and we recover its syntactic tree structure using the Google NLP toolkit[7]. This syntactic tree (also known as dependency tree) describes the grammatical relationships among the words of a sentence with the root corresponding to the main verb of the sentence, and the edges between the words indicating syntactic relationships (Figure 2). The closer a word is to the root in the syntactic tree, the more directly the word is related to the main verb, and the more relevant the word is to the subject of the sentence.

We define the subject relevance score for a location $l$ as

$$S_{sub}(l) = 1 - \frac{d_{sub}(l, r)}{h}$$

where $d_{sub}(l, r)$ is the distance (i.e. number of edges) between $l$ and the root of the syntactic tree $r$, and $h$ is the height of the syntactic tree.

Detail Relevance Score $S_{det}(l)$

In discussing a location, people often describe location specific details instead of referring to the location by name. For example, in the following local context window,

I’m fascinated by... People on the streets are dressed in... which is... one of those only in... Nowhere else in the world. Only in... All those... They got... The...

even though the location Tokyo is mentioned multiple times, many of the details, such as costumes, games, themed cafes are about Akihabara. It is Akihabara that is the most relevant location for this window. Our detail relevance score is designed to increase the relevance of a location when it is being discussed in terms of its specific details rather than by name. Our approach uses term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)[21], a numerical measure of the importance of a word to a document in a corpus. We use TF-IDF to assess how much each non-location word $w$ in the local context window $W$ can serve as a location specific detail.

Specifically, for a location $l$ we treat its Wikipedia entry $e_l$ as a source of location specific details (Figure 6). We have found that Wikipedia pages usually provide good quality documentation of the demographics, history, geography, culture and other notable details of a location. We then compute the detail relevance score for $l$ as

$$S_{det}(l) = \sum_{w \in W} \frac{TF(w, e_l)IDF(w, C)}$$

where $C$ is the corpus of Wikipedia entries for all locations that appear in the transcript as well as 100 popular locations recognized in travel websites[4]. The term frequency term $TF(w, e_l)$ measures the frequency with which a non-location word $w$ appears in the Wikipedia entry for location $l$ with the inverse document frequency term $IDF(w, C)$ measures the frequency with which $w$ appears in the corpus of location entries. Thus, non-location words $w$ that are descriptive of location $l$ much more than other locations will produce relatively high TF-IDF scores and thereby increase the detail relevance of location $l$.

Note that a high TF-IDF score for a word $w$ with respect to the location $l$ implies that $w$ is an important detail for the location. In our example, these relevant detail words include costumes, games, themed cafes produce high TF-IDF scores compared to less relevant detail words like streets. For each location $l$ we maintain a list the most relevant detail words $w$ with TF-IDF score $\geq 0.2$.

Footnotes:

Scoring Visually Significant Entities

Our relevance score for visually significant entities $S_{vex}$ is similar to our location relevance score $S_{loc}$. For each candidate VSE $v$ that appears in the local context window of transcript word $t$ we compute

$$S_{vex}(t,v) = S_{bh}(t,v) (w_{spc}S_{spc}(v) + w_{sbj}S_{sbj}(v) + w_{dist}S_{dist}(v)).$$

The only new term is $S_{spc}$, which computes a VSE specificity score. The freshness term $S_{bh}$, the subject relevance term $S_{sbj}$, and the detail relevance term $S_{dist}$ are computed exactly as we did for location, but with respect to $v$ rather than $l$. For example, in computing $S_{dist}$ we consider the Wikipedia entry $e_v$ for $v$ as the document. We empirically set $w_{spc} = 1$, $w_{sbj} = 0.4$ and $w_{dist} = 3$.

**Specificity Score $S_{spc}(v)$**

In general VSEs do not appear in geographical tree of locations and therefore we designed the VSE specificity term $S_{spc}$ as a replacement for the geographic specificity term $S_{geo}$ when scoring VSEs. Consider the following local context window.

... is tall, for the most part. There are short parts of it. But, is also the place where exists. And that of like, on the other side of the. And it’s this teeny, tiny very old that is in of all that.

Here Yakitori Alley is a specific VSE, whereas other VSEs such as sort and feeling are generic nouns. To determine the specificity of a VSE $v$, we look up whether there is a Wikipedia entry $e_v$ for the VSE, and consider it identifiable if there is.

We also check whether the VSE might be a distraction by examining how closely it is associated with the primary location $p$ (as identified in Step 3 of our algorithm) discussed in the podcast. In the following local context window.

... what I’ve heard was with how everything is in and English now. And apparently ... in for the. I was expecting to be pulling out my translate every five minutes...

both Olympics and Google are identifiable VSEs. In this case Olympics is relevant because when the podcast was recorded the 2020 Summer Olympics were going to be hosted in Tokyo and Tokyo is the primary location of the podcast. This fact is documented in the Wikipedia entry $e_v$ for the VSE Olympics as well as the Wikipedia entry $e_p$ for the primary location Tokyo. Both the VSE and the primary location appear in both Wikipedia entries. In contrast the Wikipedia entry for the VSE Google, and the primary location Tokyo are completely disjoint. Therefore, for identifiable VSEs, we compute the degree to which the Wikipedia entries for the VSE $v$ and the the primary location $p$ overlap as VSE specificity score

$$S_{spc}(v) = TF(v,e_p)IDF(v,C) + TF(p,e_v)IDF(p,C),$$

where corpus $C$ is the same as the location corpus we used in computing $S_{loc}$ for locations. The first TF-IDF term measures how much the VSE $v$ appears in the Wikipedia entry for the primary location $p$ while the second TF-IDF term measures how much $p$ appears in the Wikipedia entry for $v$. VSEs that are not identifiable receive 0 as their specificity scores.

**Step 5: Compose Query and Acquire Relevant Images**

At the end of Step 4, for each transcript word $t$ we have computed the top-scoring location $l_{top}$ and top-scoring VSE $v_{top}$. Our goal in Step 5 is to acquire a relevant set of high-quality images for each transcript word using $l_{top}$ and $v_{top}$. Our approach is to first form an image search query, and then filter the resulting image set to ensure that only the most relevant and highest quality images remain.

For each transcript word $t$, we start by composing $l_{top}$ and $v_{top}$ into an initial image search query. In practice however, we have found when the relevance scores $S_{loc}$ and $S_{vex}$ for $l_{top}$ and $v_{top}$ respectively are below a threshold of 0.2, the top location and VSE often do not match the content discussed in the video. We observed that this usually happens when podcast hosts start to talk about tangential content, where no locations, VSEs, or their details are mentioned or discussed. Thus, if $S_{loc}(t,l_{top}) < 0.2$ we replace $l_{top}$ with the primary location $p$ of the podcast in the search query. If $S_{vex}(t,v_{top}) < 0.2$ we remove $v_{top}$ from the search query.

Consider for example, the following local context window.

... that you only really get in ... I think you and I have talked about this. At places, you know the another that people might not be used to is the. The Right? Yeah... Confused the out of me. Yeah, I saw them, but I didn’t actually do it.

Here, Tokyo is the top-scoring location $l_{top}$ and ramen is the top-scoring VSE $v_{top}$. However, even though the initial search query (Tokyo + Ramen) retrieves appropriate images of Ramen (Figure 7 left), we have found that we can further improve the query by adding additional detail words. As noted in Step 4, we capture a list of relevant detail words when we compute the detail relevance score $S_{dist}$ for $l_{top}$ and $v_{top}$. We append the word with the highest detail relevance score for VSE $v_{top}$ if it exceeds 0.4. In this above example, our algorithm appends machine to the search query, as machine has been mentioned several times in the Wikipedia entry for ramen, and the search query becomes (Tokyo + ramen + machine) (Figure 7 right).

We use the Microsoft Bing Image Search Engine [23] to obtain top 100 high-resolution images with the formed query. We utilize the search filters provided by Bing to search for photos and eliminate illustrations, graphic designs and other synthetic images. For best visual quality, Crosscast does not filter images by copyright licenses, but it is trivial to specify license constraints with image search engines. To eliminate photos with watermarks, we filter out images from stock photography websites (e.g. alamy.com, istockphoto.com, etc.) based on whether the image url contains one of these website addresses.
match the location and VSE being discussed in the transcript. To gauge how accurately Crosscast extracts the most relevant locations and VSEs, we conducted the following evaluation.

**Technical Evaluation**

We quantitatively measure the performance of our automatic location and VSE scoring algorithms by comparing their output against a gold standard selections made by experts. We gathered a corpus of 12 representative travel podcasts from 8 travel podcast hosts [10, 24, 25, 28, 29, 38, 39, 40]. The entire talking time of all the podcasts was 211.08 minutes, and the transcripts contain 27624 words in total, with 1214 location entities, and 2204 entities of other types.

**Gold Standard Labels**

To acquire gold standard labels of both locations and VSEs for these travel podcasts, we recruited two participants to independently label the most relevant locations and VSEs for all the travel podcasts. Labelers were asked to select locations and VSEs that worth shown for each sentence. They then worked together to form a consensus on the labels. This process produced the gold standard labels for our evaluation.

**Algorithmic Methods Performance**

We compare our algorithmic methods against a baseline condition, which always selects the newly mentioned location and visual entities as the most relevant for any moment of the podcast. We also examine the usefulness of each feature through an ablation evaluation where we remove a single term at a time and examine its performance. To compute matches to the gold labels generated for each sentence, we aggregate the different labels within each sentence generated by Crosscast and compute the accuracy. Overall, our algorithm achieves an average precision of 0.89 and an average recall of 0.77 for location selection with and average $F_1(location) = 0.82$. It achieves an average precision of 0.77 and an average recall of 0.95 for VSE selection with and average $F_1(keywords) = 0.85$. The $F_1$ scores of all comparison condition are shown in Figure 10.

The comparison shows our methods significantly outperform the baseline condition. The ablation of each term all leads to decrease of performance, among which the ablation of the freshness causes the largest decrease. While the weights of the scoring terms were set empirically, the combination we selected, although not optimal, performed well in the evaluation. In our tuning process, we found that one set of weights that work well for some podcasts may underperform for others, likely because of the different styles of the podcasts. This suggests that for optimal performance, the weights could adapt to different podcast styles if sufficient training data are provided.

**USER STUDY**

We conducted a user study with 28 participants (13 female, aged from 22 to 51) to evaluate the image relevance, quality of synchronization, image relevance, and overall quality for representative clips from Crosscast-generated audio-visual travel podcasts in comparison to clips from audio-only and expert manually generated audio-visual travel podcasts for the same audio content. Participants’ familiarity with travel podcast was not considered during recruitment as we intended to gauge the generated results with general population.
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Figure 9. Results automatically generated by Crosscast for travel podcasts about Naples and French Riviera.

Figure 10. F1 scores for all comparison conditions.

User Study Methodology

We asked participants to play two sets of three clips sampled from travel podcasts about Berlin and Tokyo, respectively. Each set consisted of one audio-only clip, one manually generated audio-visual clip, and one Crosscast-generated clip. We used audio sampled from the beginning or middle of travel podcasts and restricted clip length to approximately 2 minutes to avoid user fatigue. One paper author with formal training in video editing manually created clips with images queried from the same search engine (i.e. Bing) and the video format was restricted to fading transitions between static images with one text heading per image. Search keywords, image selection, image order, and transition timing were left to the discretion of the manual editor. The video editor took an average of 4 hours to produce one complete sequence of images and titles for a 15 minute podcast whereas running Crosscast on the same podcasts took 12 seconds to generate. Note that neither the manual clips nor the Crosscast clips include maps as we ran the study before we had incorporated maps into Crosscast.

The user study randomized the order participants were shown audio-only, manually generated, and Crosscast-generated clips within each set. After viewing each clip, we asked participants to rate the following questions, "the images were relevant to the audio content?", "the image transitions were well aligned with the audio content", and "the images are high quality and consistent" on a 7-point Likert scale (1-strongly disagree to 7-strongly agree). After viewing each set of three clips, we asked participants to rank all three clips in order of preference (1-most preferred to 3-least preferred).

User preference for audio-visual travel podcasts

Participants ranked Crosscast-generated clips higher than audio-only clips (85.7%), and manually-generated clips higher than audio-only (92.9%). This result suggests that the addition of visual content is preferred by the participants. In the majority of cases, participants preferred manually generated clips over Crosscast-generated clips (67.9%). This result is not a surprise, and suggests that additional work is required to match the quality of hand-generated audio-visual travel podcasts.

The quantitative results suggest that people view visuals as a useful addition to audio podcasts. This sentiment was reflected in participants’ qualitative responses. Participants described how visuals improved the experience of listening to the audio podcast. For example, P15 commented “the images give so much more detail about the place that I can’t get from the audio”, and P17 noted that “I wouldn’t have guessed what Golden...
Gai looks like just by listening, the visuals make me want to visit it." Furthermore, most people felt Crosscast-generated clips improved the experience of listening to the audio content, noting that they found them "interesting" compared to the audio-only clips. Participants also noted that even when images transitions were slightly off and images were a bit redundant, they were still "more helpful" than audio alone.

**Image Relevance**

For Crosscast clips, 82.1% of participants responded favorably to the statement that the images were relevant to the audio content (a score of 5 or higher), and 89.3% for manually generated clips. Crosscast relies on the order of results returned by the search engines for relevant images without understanding the content of the images, whereas the human-expert can select images that can best depict the underlying content. Yet, not all participants responded favorably even for the manually created clips, which suggests that selecting relevant images is an ambiguous task even for human editors.

**Audio-Visual Synchronization**

For Crosscast clips, 75% responded favorably to the statement that the image transitions were well aligned with the audio, and 89.3% favorably for the manually generated clips. Participants who disliked the audio-visual synchronization in Crosscast, commented that visual transitions tend to lag behind the topic transitions in the audio. While humans can easily recognize the transition of topic in the audio content, Crosscast relies on informative words, modeled on travel podcast structural properties, to trigger transitions, which often slightly lags behind the most appropriate transitions moments. Similar to image relevance, three participants felt unsatisfied with transition timing in the manually generated clips, which suggests the ideal synchronization is subject to individual preference.

**Image Quality and Consistency**

82.1% of participants responded favorably to the statement that the images are high quality and consistent for Crosscast clips, and 92.9% for manually created clips. Participants attributed their positive decisions about Crosscast clips to aesthetic factors like "high-resolution", "sharper", and "brighter". However, they also took issue with Crosscast clips that presented relevant but repetitive content, stating that they would rather see greater variety than "redundant images" or "the same thing" with different framing. While Crosscast seeks to avoid showing the same images, completely ruling out redundant images require understanding of the image content which Crosscast is not capable of. Human-expert, on the other hand, can easily recognize and select diverse and high-quality images.

**Summary**

Overall our study suggests that automatically generated Crosscast image sequences are a desirable addition to travel podcasts, and an improvement over audio alone. Manually generated audio-visual podcasts outperformed Crosscast-generated podcasts, but they also required substantial time to produce. Crosscast increases engagement and informational value of travel podcasts while reducing the effort required to source and synchronize location images with audio.

**LIMITATIONS**

Our technical and user evaluations demonstrate the advantages and benefits of the Crosscast system, but also suggest limitations and opportunities for improvement.

**Working with travel podcasts that are not about locations.** Some travel podcasts do not focus on describing the visual details of particular locations, but instead cover other travel related topics, such as transportation (e.g. what is the best airline), accommodation, safety, cost, and so on. Since Crosscast is designed to select most relevant location and visually significant entities of the location, it falls short on providing relevant images. Extending Crosscast to work for such non-location based travel podcasts is an open direction for future work.

**Better handling of multiple locations.** Another challenge for Crosscast is managing transitions between images when multiple locations are mentioned quickly one after another, or compared to one another. Crosscast usually cannot show all the locations in such cases because of the minimum timing constraints. An alternative might be to use a split screen when two or more locations are mentioned in quick succession, or to perhaps present all the locations on an overview map.

**FUTURE WORK**

Crosscast opens a few larger directions for future work.

**Generalizing to other formats.** Crosscast is designed to add visuals to travel podcasts. But travel information is often consumed in other formats such as magazine articles, blog posts, etc. It may be possible to extend the techniques used in Crosscast to add photos and maps to such travel articles.

**Generalizing to other podcast topics.** Automatically curating images can be beneficial for other podcasts topics, such as news, history and design. However, curating the best visual content requires focus on the specific nature of the content. We have found the geographic specificity of location is useful for retrieving relevant images for travel podcasts, which is not applicable to other domains. Nevertheless, our approach of first identifying the most relevant query elements, and then designing algorithmic methods to extract such elements is a generic process that is applicable to other domains.

**Generalizing to other visual styles.** In user evaluation, we constraint expert-made clips to similar style of Crosscast for comparison. In practice, domain experts create visual content of diverse and compelling styles. One future direction is to learn from best examples created by experts and enhance Crosscast with different types of visual content and effects.

**CONCLUSION**

Adding visuals of relevant locations and visually significant entities can substantially improve people’s engagement with audio travel podcasts, but manually sourcing, aligning, and labeling travel images with podcast audio is challenging and laborious. We have presented Crosscast, a system that automatically creates audio-visual podcasts using NLP techniques combined with geographic semantics. Crosscast enables podcast creators or listeners to quickly and easily produce visuals for travel podcast audio, making it possible for a wider range of people to visualize travel destinations.
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